
Hello again Grade 8!  

This week we will turn our attention to solving Probability problems. To 

start, lets review some of what we have already learned. Remember: 

                   possible 

                  less likely                                   more likely 

  

P=0                     ¼                         ½                          ¾                        1 

Impossible                                Equally                                        Certain 

                                                  Likely 

By definition, Probability is the measure of how likely an event is to 

occur, It is about predictions of events over the long term. 

There are two types of Probability: 

a. Theoretical – what should happen. It is represented by 

PT ( E ) =   number of favourable outcomes     *where ( E ) represents  

                     Number of possible outcomes                   an event 

For example: flip a coin   PT (Heads) = ½   

where 1 represents the chance of getting a head on a coin toss, and 2 

is the number of possible outcomes on a coin (heads or tails). 

 

b. Experimental – what actually happens as a result of conducting an 

experiment. It is represented by 

PE ( E ) = number of observed occurrences of the favourable outcome 

              sample space (total # trials of the experiment) 



For example: flip a coin  

In theory, we know the probability of getting a head is ½. 

If you flip the coin ten times, you do not always get 5H, 5T. 

*Remember – the more often we repeat an experiment, the closer we 

get to theory.  

So, if in a given experiment you flip the coin 100 times, and see 36 

heads, the probability of getting heads would be represented as  

PE (Heads) = 36/100   *reduce (divide numerator & denominator by 4)  

                 = 9/25 

 

Representing Independent events using Tree Diagrams and Tables 

Independent events are defined as two events, such that the outcome 

of one event has no effect on the outcome of the other. 

For example:  To show the possible outcomes of spinning this spinner 

and flipping the coin.  

     

Table: 

        RED      YELLOW       BLUE 

HEADS        R,H          Y,H        B,H 

TAILS        R,T          Y,T        B,T 
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Tree Diagram: 

              H                 Sample space:  R,H 

Red                                                    R,T 

             T                                           Y,H 

                H                                        Y,T 

Yellow                                                 B,H 

                T                                         B,T 

              H 

Blue  

              T   

Regardless of the model used, there should be the same number of 

outcomes. 

If you were asked to give the probability of getting red on the spinner 

and heads on the coin, both the table and tree diagram show that there 

is one chance out of six possible outcomes of getting a R,H.  

NOW that we have reviewed our prior knowledge of Probability, we can 

take the next step.       

In the above example, the events are again independent, as the result 

of spinning the spinner will have no effect on the result of flipping the 

coin (and vice versa).  

When this is true, we can also determine the probability of an outcome 

by considering the probabilities of each independent event.  

This is how:   



 PT (Red, Heads) = 1/6 we already know this from our table and tree 

diagram. 

Considering the individual probabilities, 

PT (Red) = 1/3 (one red out of three possibilities on the spinner) and   

PT (Heads) = 1/2 (one head out of two possible outcomes on the coin) 

Therefore,  

PT (R,H) =  PT (R) X PT (H) 

             = 1/3 X 1/2 

             = 1/6  

This then, provides us with a rule for determining probabilities of 

independent events: 

PT (A and B) = PT (A) X PT (B) 

I will provide some examples from our text this week with some 

exercises to follow. Read through the examples and give the circled 

questions a try. (see next page) 

*Remember: Space out the work so you don’t try to do too much in one 

day. Try your best, it’s all anyone can ask!        



 









 



Note: The rule for the probability of two independent events can also 

be used for three or more independent events. Read through the 

examples on the next pages and try the circled questions that follow. 

(see next page) 





 





 

Have a fantastic week!       


